Your Life Purpose

Your life purpose
Wouldn’t it be nice to know your life purpose when you were born?!! Already mapped out
for you and wonderfully easy - just like following the yellow brick road. As you grew into
your teenage years you would know exactly what it was you want to do as a career, and
you would know exactly why you’re here, and what your personal life purpose is! Oh joy!
Life would be a breeze!
However, that is not how it is - even as fully grown and mature adults we still may not know
what our life purpose is, or why we’re here. We struggle through our days trying to
understand life and the bigger picture. Life is like a cryptic zig saw puzzle - we can’t see
the whole, we can only see the piece we’re up to on our journey through the moments of
time. It’s not until we get to the, so called “right” stage or place in our lives, that the next
piece of the puzzle shows itself and we gain more insight, and suddenly have a clearer
view. Along with insight comes the opportunity to make new choices - and that in itself can
be challenging - is this the right choice we ask ourselves, whilst writhing around in that all
too familiar “self doubt and confusion” that can come with new options.
Swimming against the stream
What usually happens is we find ourselves swimming again the stream of life - and boy
that’s hard work, exhausting in fact! We’ve all done it many times. We try so hard to do the
right thing, to do what is expected of us - and when it gets hard, we try even harder. It
starts to feel like we are swimming again a strong current and we’re not getting anywhere,
in fact it feels as if we’re going in reverse despite the incredible effort we are putting into
our lives. What is life trying to tell us as we battle against it’s sheer strength and flow?
There are so many reasons as to why we “swim against the stream” of life.
You’ve been born into a family who has definite ideas about the way you “should” conduct
yourself; you’re told and shown clearly through your family’s actions what the “appropriate”
behaviour is for your clan; what is expected of you; what success means and also what
failure means; what you “should” do; what’s possible and what’s not.
We all have a desire to be accepted by our clan, so we learn at a very early age to give
ourselves over to the pressures of the group we belong to. Then there is the next tier to
negotiate - the larger group, the one all of our families belong to, our “society”. We learn
to bend to the society we live in, it’s rules and active laws of the time.
As you grow up, you might feel like you don’t fit in, you’re the square peg in the round hole
- you label yourself as the “black sheep” of the family, wondering if you were swapped at
birth, or adopted because you are so different to the rest of your clan.
You feel
misunderstood, stifled, tormented and unhappy. You have different ideas to your clan,
and your pleas fall on deaf ears, and you start to resent the restrictions placed upon you.
By this time you make an internal decision, although you might not be aware of it at the
time - (we usually end up going one of two ways) you become the pleaser, being the
“good” boy or girl, or you fight the constraint and become the “rebel”. Either way you feel
disconnected from a deeper part of yourself.
It’s this deeper part of yourself that holds the key to your Life Purpose!
We all negotiate our inner and outer worlds to the best of our ability, but the two can often
feel like a mismatch, even as we become older and have more life experience. So how
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can we lighten the load and eventually soften the boundaries between societies values
and our own deeper core values - and how do we recognize our own core values? Our
deeper core values are the ones that “feel” right - beyond any logic they just feel right!
They feel right because they are guiding you.
Your greater life potential
Your greater life potential is always, always, always, aligned with your “Life Purpose”! Your
personal direction and Life Purpose will be shown to you, not so much in logical, rational
thought, but through hunches, feelings, and a sense of what “feels” right. They are more
like “rumblings” of the Soul. The Soul or Higher Intelligence within you communicates
using a different language. For example, have you ever had a feeling you shouldn’t do
something, and yet ignored the feeling and gone with your logical mind instead? How did
it turn out? My guess is, not too well.
Those hunches and subtle whispers we experience at times, are coming from that deeper
part of us, the part that knows our life purpose and why we’re here. This part is always
guiding us, and communicating with us, but most of the time we’re so busy with life, we
don’t hear it, or we shove it aside because it doesn’t line up with what we’ve been taught.
We must start listening to that deeper “Self” if we’re going to step more readily onto the
true pathway of our life purpose.
One way to start connecting with this deeper “Self” is to learn to sit still and become quiet
within yourself. By creating a daily routine of sitting quietly in meditation or engaging in a
simple, conscious breathing practise, you begin to move inward which naturally creates a
deeper connection with your Higher Intelligence.
In your daily life, become super aware - What are the signs of life telling you? What’s
“presenting” in your life? Look for the sign posts, they’re all there. Slow down, there is no
need to rush from one thing to the next, we often miss the signs when we’re rushing.
Life is always guiding us, supporting us and showing us the way - it is our job to look for
the signs and then take action in the direction we’re being shown. That can be challenging
because it means that we have to step through our fears and take a leap of faith.
It takes courage to walk the path that leads to your life purpose! Ultimately it’s worth it,
because when you make decisions that truly honour you, life will rise up and support you
in the most astonishing ways. Doors will open, circumstances will shift and new pieces of
the puzzle will emerge! ...and you will look at life with new eyes - you will see life through
eyes of joy, and you will experience a deep warmth and appreciation for every moment of
your journey, knowing that it has lead you to where you are and who you’ve become.
You’ll be living the life you were born to live.
Christine Heart Savage
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